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TYPICAL PROPERTIES

SAFETY CAUTIONS

HMIS RATINGS

Flammability

Reactivity

Personal Protection

Health

-Keep out of reach of children.
-Store in closed, original labeled 
containers.
-Refer to SDS for additional safety 
information.
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MACH I
LIQUID
DESCRIPTION:

MACH I is a highly concentrated, very effective cleaner 
specially designed for the aircraft industry. This unique surface 
degreaser is non-irritating, but will completely remove heavy 
encrustations. MACH I has emulsifier system that powerfully 
cleans without fear of corrosion.

This product is the result of exhaustive research and testing 
that surpasses, not just duplicates, competitors’ all purpose 
cleaners and degreasers. A water soluble, biodegradable, non-
flammable, non-toxic concentrate, it may be used in pennies-
per-gallon dilutions to out perform other cleaners. Pleasantly 
scented and stainless, it leaves no oily film or residual 
gumminess.

DIRECTIONS:

-General Cleaning:  Use 20 parts of water to 1 part of MACH 
I. Proper dilution can be determined through actual practice 
and use of the product. Can be applied with a spray gun or by 
rag or brush hand application. On heavy buildup, rag or brush 
will aid cleaning. Just hose off and let dry.

-Steam Cleaning:  Prepare solution in tank by using 1 gallon 
MACH I per 60 gallons of water. Actual use will determine final 
proper amount. Amounts of degreaser will vary with the job.

-This unique degreaser will retard rusting and will not corrode 
aluminum or aluminum alloys.

manufactured by:

ARROW - MAGNOLIA INTERNATIONAL, Inc.
2646 Rodney Lane
Dallas, Texas 75229
Toll Free: 800.527.2101
www.arrowmagnolia.com
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-Vapor Pressure:  31

-Volatility:     92

-Solubility:     Yes

-Specific Gravity:     1.0225

-Vapor Density:     N/A

-pH:     12.50

-Evaporation Rate:     Slower than 

Ether

-Physical Description: Clear 

Orange Liquid w/Butyl Odor

Since 1927, Arrow-Magnolia 
has helped people solve 
their cleaning and 
maintenance problems with 
the finest products 
available today.

HIGHLIGHTS

-Biodegradable & Economical

-Water Soluble

-100% Fireproof

-Neutralizer for Acids

-Emulsifier

-Rust Retarder

-Oxidation Renewer

-Multi Purpose Concentrate




